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11 December 

Historic Maribyrnong River 
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‘Nature experience reduces 

rumination and subgenual 

prefrontal cortex activation’

Bratman, Hamilton, Hahn, Daily and 

Gross, Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Science of the United States 

of America, 2015

Well, I bet that caught your 

attention! Fortunately, it just 

means that walking cheers 

you up and is very good for 

your mental health, but we 

all knew that didn’t we?

Apparently we are prone to ruminating; to brooding and 

chewing over the ways in which things are wrong with us, and 

wrong with our lives. This broken-record fretting is not good for 

us. It’s neither healthy nor helpful.

Studies show that we city dwellers have a higher risk of anxiety, 

depression and other mental illnesses than people living outside 

urban centres. Since most of us live in the city, and increasingly 

more of us in apartments, we have far less access to green 

space and nature than we had several generations ago.

The Gardens’ new vision ‘life is sustained and enriched by 

plants’ is certainly apt as regards this new study. But are you 

making the most of the Gardens? Are you taking care of your 

brain? Don’t worry – there is some good news.

A new study by researchers at the Emmett Interdisciplinary 

Program in Environment and Resources at Stanford University 

looked into the physical effects on the brain of visiting nature. 

They found that a walk in the park soothes the mind and changes 

the working of the brain in ways that improve our mental health. 

This makes us very fortunate. We have the Royal Botanic 

Gardens, Victoria, Melbourne Gardens and we are very wise to 

have joined as Friends. 

The Gardens offers many of the attributes that the study 

identified: places that provide ‘positive distractions’, places that 

reflect ‘soft fascination’, ‘a sense of belonging’ and a ‘sense of 

being away’.

The Friends offer regular walking opportunities. Our Insider 

Walks are highly sought after and led by knowledgeable people 

who have researched and designed the walks to provide a 

memorable experience.

But sometimes you just want to walk alone, or with a friend or 

your dog. These walks can be equally satisfying. Here are some 

of the places, with those very attributes spoken of in the study, 

that I find restorative:

A place with positive distractions: I always enjoy walking 

past the Terrace Tearooms. The birds, the visitors taking smiling 

selfies and, when I’m very lucky, the beautiful playing of Michael 

Johnson, our resident musician, all ensure that I stay ‘in the 

moment’. Did you know that Michael has a studio in the Magnet 

House, works in the field of music for meditation, and takes 

much of his inspiration from the Gardens?

from the president
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A place with soft fascination: I love Long Island with its 

special places that allow me to get close to the water’s edge 

and enjoy the reflection of the trees, plants and sky.

A place with a sense of belonging: for me this is the 

Australian Forest Walk. I love the way the path winds through 

the trees. The birds in this part of the Gardens really do seem at 

home too, and oblivious to us passersby.

A place with a sense of being away: you may not agree, but I 

like the Separation Tree Rest House. Sitting inside on that rustic 

bench, looking towards the window and being surrounded by the 

wood paneling with a glimpse of green beyond makes me feel far 

from the crowds, despite the real proximity to a good coffee!

But for those of you who want to get fit as well as have a 

healthy mind, a circuit of the Gardens including a stint up the 

Grey Garden stairway gives me at least half the steps I need 

towards my daily goal of 10,000!

Do let us know where you like to walk and how this makes 

you feel – our Facebook page awaits your comments.

By the way, on another subject, is anyone interested in 

starting, or joining, a Gardens-related book club? Our Plant Craft 

Cottage would make a lovely meeting place……..

sally Hirst

Photo of Michael Johnson and his harp supplied by 
Michael, cour tesy of The Age.

Other photos  supplied by Sally Hirst.

from the  president
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Big Plans
our freshly formatted 

corporate Plan 2014-2019 

(sustaining Life) will guide 

us towards our 175th 

anniversary in 2021. Do 

download a copy at the Royal 

Botanic Gardens Victoria 

website by searching for 

‘corporate Plan’ (or type 

in http://www.rbg.vic.gov.

au/documents/RBGV_

corporate_Plan_2014-2019_

DP.pdf). You’ll find it is not only informative, but pretty too.  

We are working at the moment on a fundraising strategy to 

support the Plan, including a simple narrative that ties together 

our new vision and the various initiatives. More on that later, but 

I thought I’d share with you my attempt to group together the 

projects into four big themes.  

First, what I call the Living World, conserving and caring for our 

natural world because we depend on it and it depends on us. In 

here I include the Victorian Conservation Seedbank consolidation 

and probable establishment at Cranbourne – it is linked to the 

orchid  propagation facility and The Australian Garden – plus 

turning the spotlight on another aspect of Australian plants at 

Cranbourne (e.g. rural/urban-fringe biodiversity, food security/

native plant foods and medicines, etc.). A multidisciplinary Victorian 

Grassland Conservation Program (combining the resources of 

ARCUE, plant systematics and biodiversity, and the living and 

preserved collections) is planned, in addition to the refreshing 

of the Melbourne Gardens landscape (including stages 2 and 

3 of Fern Gully, the Arid Garden and other targeted horticultural 

projects). 

Under Inspiration are things that will inspire the next 

generation of scientists, parents, politicians and financiers (and 

the rest), leading to our innovations. Here you might find the 

Glasshouse (perhaps the ‘Life House’, a new home for our Titan 

Arum and thousands of other plants that inspire and excite, 

as well as a place to meet and discuss the pressing matters 

of the world – from climate change to the perfect coffee); the 

Observatory Gate (Life Sciences) Precinct built around the 

reinstated Great Melbourne Telescope and state-of-the art 

media/chat rooms (a cocktail of science, art and ideas, from 

planets to plants); the Virtual Garden (a ‘third estate’ packed full 

of information, stories and conversations, linked to apps and 

a new e-zine) and more generally, becoming the go-to-place 

for anything botanical (with a knowledge hub for the Victorian 

from the gardens 
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native flora and south-eastern Australian horticultural flora; an  

all-pervading media presence, and leading role in horticultural 

training and outreach).

Future proofing includes the harsh realities of financial 

security as well as looking after our priceless assets. We know 

we can’t protect ourselves against every eventuality but projects 

like the Conservation Seed Bank and the Victorian Conservation 

Grassland Programs will help protect some of our most 

important natural resources against climate change and habitat 

loss. For these and other projects we need to care for our 1.4 

million-strong collection of preserved plants in the Herbarium. 

In this part of the plan is the new Herbarium and associated 

botanical laboratories, replacing the now overcrowded and 

insufficiently controlled environment within The National 

Herbarium of Victoria building. Also, the complete curation of 

our non-Australian preserved collections, a 10-year project to 

capture priceless information, to preserve priceless botanical 

collections, and to discover scientific novelties and stories. Plus 

seed funding (excuse the pun) for new revenue opportunities, 

linking to big Melbourne events and creating our own unique 

activities around seasons and plants, and at the right time 

making the case for an uplift in recurrent funding to support 

increased visitor numbers, maintenance of ageing assets, care 

of the collections, and overall health and safety.

Finally but critically, our Entrances. At both sites we need 

a better sense of arrival, then a sense of having arrived: 

locating ourselves, access for all, public transport, gateways 

and welcoming views, tourism. Projects in this group include a 

grand avenue entrance for Cranbourne Gardens and a second 

entry point, public transport to that site, and invigorating all 

gates at Melbourne Gardens, especially a new Observatory 

Gate entrance route, refreshing A-Gate and a relook at the Lych 

Gate landscape.

Even this is not all. Leading up to our 175th bash we also 

want to grow our Foundation corpus to support the funding of 

specialist positions in, say, horticulture and science.

I look forward to working with the Friends to achieve this 

ambitious agenda.

tim entwisle

 

Top left-hand page: The Cocoon (Herbarium and Museum) at the Darwin Centre, Natural 
History Museum in London

Below:  Inside tropical greenhouse in South China Botanical Garden, Guangzhou

Photos: Tim Entwisle

 from the gardens
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book EvEnts onlinE, on our booking form or download onE from thE EvEnts pagE on 

our wEbsitE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office.

 

Guided Visit to the 

Growing Friends’ 

nursery
Friday 11 December  

at 10.30 am

Meet at Gate Lodge 

(opposite Shrine)

$5   MEMBERS ONLY

RSVP by  

Wednesday 9 December

Bookings are essential as 

numbers will be limited.

Our Summer Guided Visit is a wonderful opportunity to 

purchase Christmas gifts or fill in those little gaps in your garden 

in time for the festive season.

Whether you want a plant as a gift or you want beautiful living 

decorations, this visit to the Friends’ Nursery will inspire you. 

There will be helpful members of the Growing Friends on hand 

to ensure you take away the best choices.

Meet at Gate Lodge for morning tea before our visit. Our 

Growing Friends’ Nursery tour is particularly suitable for new 

members and others who are not familiar with its whereabouts 

and workings. Being able to purchase plants here is an 

exclusive benefit of Friends’ membership. If you plan to buy 

plants bring strong carry bags or your market trolley to carry 

your purchases home.

Art Deco in the city
summer Fit Friends 

Ramble

Thursday 4 February at 10 am 

Friends $20   Non-members $25    

RSVP by Monday 1 February

Directions: Meet at Flinders 

St Station under the clocks 

An evening of Bird 

spotting
summer Insiders’ Walk

With David Plant

Tuesday 9 February

Meet for refreshments  

at 5:30 pm before the walk

Gate Lodge, 100 Birdwood Ave 

$20   MEMBERS ONLY

RSVP by Thursday 4 February

On this early summer evening we will stroll quietly through 

our beautiful gardens to see and hear Bell Miners (Bell Birds) 

and water birds such as Black Swan, Coot, Dusky Moorhen, 

Cormorants and a variety of ducks.

Near the lakes we will watch for bush birds such as Wattle 

Birds and Lorikeets and hopefully see and hear the noisy and 

playful Sulphur-crested Cockatoos that frequent the gardens.  It 

will be a serene and gentle time to glimpse the birds that inhabit 

the garden landscape and a chance to discover some of their 

discreet hideaways. 

The pace will be leisurely with time to appreciate the sounds 

and sights that resonate throughout the Gardens designed by 

William Guilfoyle.

Remember your binoculars!

We are often amazed at the beautiful buildings dotted around 

our city of Melbourne. Our ramble will introduce us to the 

buildings that feature Art Deco which was a period that used 

new materials and new lines in architecture. The years between 

1924 and 1941 spanned the Great Depression and the lead-up 

to the Second World War, yet there was innovation in the new 

buildings informed by European and American influences. 

Come and look at our rich heritage, only apparent if we 

turn our heads upwards and admire facades. We will wander 

through city streets discovering hidden Art Deco treasures 

displaying the characteristics of this movement, and learn about 

the interesting past of these buildings.  

Morning tea, at our own expense, will be in an Art Deco café.

events
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book EvEnts onlinE, on our booking form or download onE from thE EvEnts pagE on 

our wEbsitE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office.

the Wonder of Hemp
summer talking Plants 

with Lyn stephenson

President, Industrial Hemp 

Association of Victoria

Friday 19 February at 10 am

Domain House  

Dallas Brooks Drive

Friends $20  Non-members $25

RSVP by  

Monday 15 February

The uses and benefits of hemp have been under-rated and even 

maligned. Hemp is non-drug cannabis and has been used for 

thousands of years to produce many products ranging from 

food through to textiles and building materials. It is a beneficial 

annual rotational crop which requires less than half the water 

that cotton needs and no herbicides or pesticides.

Lyn owns and operates a small farm near Kyneton where she has 

a licence to grow hemp. She is experimenting with the agronomy of 

this plant so she can share her knowledge with others. To this 

end Lyn set out to change its negative publicity by establishing 

the Industrial Hemp Association in 2008 to raise awareness and 

to lobby government to change legislation to allow farmers a 

more streamlined process to grow this beneficial crop.

Join Lyn as she takes us on an exploration of the potential of 

this wonderful plant.

A River cruise on the 

Ferryboat ‘Blackbird’
Wednesday 24 February 

Meet at 12.30 pm at 

Maribyrnong. Boat departs  

1 pm sharp. Returns 3 pm.

Friends $35 Non-members $45

Includes lunch and boat ticket

RSVP by Wednesday 17 Feb. 

Download instructions for 

public and private transport 

from the website:  

www.blackbirdcruises.com.au

“Believe me, my young friend, there is nothing – absolutely 

nothing – half so much worth doing as simply messing about in 

boats.” As Water Rat solemnly proclaimed to Mole in Kenneth 

Grahame’s The Wind in the Willows, nothing compares to the 

joy of being in a boat cruising up a river. 

We will while away a summer afternoon aboard the classic 

wooden ferryboat, the Blackbird, travelling the Maribyrnong 

River. An informed commentary will point out the places of 

interest such as the Heavenly Queen Temple, Flemington 

Racecourse, Footscray Park, Victoria University of Technology, 

rowing and canoe clubs, Melbourne’s Living Museum of the 

West, Art and Craft centre, Essendon Golf Course, The Old 

Sandpits, Essendon Boulevard and the newly redeveloped 

wetlands.  Lunch of fresh fish and chips from Conways will 

complement a memorable day.

Worldwide Wonder 
Illustrated talk

by catherine Gallagher and 

Rita Macheda, curators 

Tuesday 8 March  

6 for 6.30 pm

Mueller Hall, National Herbarium

RSVP by Friday 4 March 

Friends $20 Non-members $25   

Refreshments will be served 

before the talk.

Join Catherine and Rita for a glimpse into the foreign collection 

held in the National Herbarium of Victoria at the Melbourne 

Gardens. Deriving primarily from the vast private herbarium of 

Otto Sonder, the foreign collection is remarkable for its breadth. 

It spans all major plant groups and every reach of the globe, 

including tropical South America, southern Africa and India. 

Once described as the richest private herbarium in existence, 

the collection remains largely uncurated and holds countless 

botanical treasures.

Starting with the fascinating history of how this important 

collection came to be in Melbourne, Catherine and Rita will 

introduce significant specimens and intriguing collectors, 

and explain the challenges of curating and documenting the 

estimated 400,000 specimens, most of which are in the same 

state as when they arrived in Melbourne in 1883. 

events
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by Michael Hare, Convener

MEMBERS ONLY FRIDAY 

PLANT SALE DAYS  

The Autumn dates are  

5 February and 4 March 

from 8 am to 1 pm. Please 

bring carry bags and your 

membership card.

SPRING PLANT SALE

The shade tents and umbrellas 

which were necessitated by 

the removal of the Lilly Pilly 

(Syzygium smithii) trees on the east side of the Acmena Lawn 

(the Sale site) provided a festive look for the Plant sale. The 

weather added to the effect with beautiful Melbourne spring 

days, although Sunday was rather warm. Consequently the 

crowds rolled in on both Saturday and Sunday to give a very 

solid result of just over $25,000.

The star attractions of the Sale were the large specimen pots 

of Agave attenuata, the hostas, and the Clivia miniata in a range 

of colours from yellow to deep orange.

Although not as well patronised as usual the raffle again 

supplied extra interest and income and the lucky winners were:-

•	 Jill Ingram    Books             Donated by Growing Friends

•	 Thea Roche    Hedge Clipper          Donated by Bunnings

•	 Denise Sarah    Pot of Plants   Donated by Growing Friends 

 

growing friends
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Plants we Grow – Iris

by susan heath

spring is the season of the distinctive, showy flowers 

of the most popular group of irises seen in temperate 

Australian gardens, the Bearded Iris. each flower has six 

petals: three outer petals, called ‘falls’ (these are actually 

sepals), which are usually spreading or droop downwards, 

and three smaller upright petals, called ‘standards’. 

Growing from the centre of the falls, and giving rise to the 

distinction ‘bearded’, is a tuft of short upright filaments 

(the ‘beard’). 

The history of the iris flower is rich. The practice of using the 

iris as a symbol or emblem dates back to ancient India and 

Egypt. The Iris symbolised life, and a stylised iris flower was 

used to adorn the tombs and temples of kings and pharaohs.  

According to Greek mythology the goddess Iris, messenger 

of the gods and personification of the rainbow, acted as a link 

between heaven and earth.

Irises were first mentioned in French history during the reign 

of Clovis I who defeated the last great army of Rome in Gaul in 

486 A.D. According to legend, Clovis adopted the fleur de lis 

(a stylised iris flower) as his emblem when an angel presented 

him with an iris to honour him for converting to Christianity. 

Subsequently the fleur de lis was used in coats of arms of 

the French monarchy. With the passage of time, the fleur de 

lis developed into a common aristocratic and artistic symbol. 

Contemporary uses can be seen in the flag of Quebec, the coat 

of arms of Florence and the symbol of the Scouts.

The genus Iris embraces more than 200 species, nearly all 

native to the temperate regions of the northern hemisphere. 

There are, additionally, numerous cultivars. They are divided into 

two main groups, rhizomatous and bulbous.

Rhizomatous iris grow from a creeping rhizome, and can be 

bearded, beardless (without the tuft), or crested, with a raised 

crest instead of a beard.

Bearded Iris are classified as Tall, Intermediate, or Dwarf, 

depending on the height of the plant. Tall Bearded Iris is the 

most popular class, with by far the largest number of hybrid 

cultivars. They are easy to grow given good drainage, a sunny 

open position, and alkaline soil. Plant them preferably in mid-

summer to autumn with the rhizome visible on the surface of 

the soil. The species Iris pallida, native to the Dalmatian coast of 

Croatia, has fragrant, pale lavender flowers with yellow beards. 

Its rhizomes are traded as orris root, and are used in perfume 

and medicine, though more commonly in ancient times than today.

Beardless Iris include I.sibirica, I.spuria, I.japonica and 

I.confusa. These differ from Bearded Iris in several ways: they 

require moisture during the growing season (spring and early 

summer), organic matter (compost or well rotted manure) 

incorporated at planting time, and are best planted more deeply 

than Bearded Iris. I.japonica and I.confusa flower in late winter 

and early spring and tolerate part shade. 

The bulbous iris I.x hollandica are hybrids of I.xiphium from 

Spain, and I.tingitana from northern Africa and are commonly 

known as ‘Dutch Iris’, since the cross was first carried out by 

Dutch bulb breeders. They prefer sun, but are easy to grow in 

almost any type of soil with reasonably good drainage.  

After flowering in spring in colours ranging from pale blue to 

almost violet, yellow and white the foliage dies down in summer 

when the bulbs are dormant. They are best planted in autumn.

Top, facing page:  Iris pallida.  Middle, facing page: Iris ‘Mesmeriser’.

Bottom left: Iris ‘Silkrim’.  Bottom centre:  Iris ‘Hampton Glory’. 

Bottom right: Iris x hollandia ‘Apollo’. 

Many of the Iris pictured are available at the Growing Friends’ Nursery.

Photos: Michael Hare.

growing friends
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all classes and workshops will be held in the whirling room studio, obsErvatory gatE.         

for bookings and further information, please contact the friends’ office on 9650 6398.

classes
Term 1, 2016 will start in the week 

beginning Friday 29 January.

Classes of 8 weeks per term will 

be held:

evening: tuesday 

Daytime: Monday, Wednesday 

thursday and saturday

(two sessions each day 2.5hr) 

Sunday (one 2.5hr session) 

Friday (one 3hr session)

2.5hr classes:                  

Friends: $265

non-members: $325 

3hr classes:  

Friends:  $310 

non-members: $370 

We strongly recommend that 

students without prior experience 

in botanical illustration complete 

a Beginners’ Workshop before 

entering Term classes.

Workshops
All workshops will include morning 

and afternoon tea but not lunch.

beginners’ workshop
with mali moir

saturday 9, sunday 10, 

saturday 16 and sunday 17 

January    10 am to 4 pm

 Friends: $342

non-members: $399

with dianne Emery

Monday 11 to thursday 14 

January  10 am to 4 pm

Friends: $342

non-members: $399

These intensive four-day 

courses provide an introduction 

to botanical art via pencil and 

watercolour. Students will begin 

to develop skills in outline 

drawing, foreshortening, tonal 

work and rendering of surfaces, 

basic colour work and paint 

application.

The cost of each course 

includes equipment to be used 

during the workshop – drawing 

materials, paint, watercolour 

paper and brushes.

Colour your world: 

Analytical seeing – An 

Investigation of colour and 

Design  

with helen burrows

Wednesday 6, thursday 7 

and Friday 8 January

10 am to 4 pm

Friends  $345    

non-members:  $402

In this three-day workshop 

Friends’ tutor Helen Burrows 

will share the joy of colour 

exploration with students who 

wish to understand more 

about its terminology and 

physical properties. Providing 

step-by-step instructions, 

she will investigate the four 

dimensions of hue, value, 

intensity and temperature, 

showing how different 

combinations influence 

the colour relationship on 

the palette and on paper. 

Students will also be 

encouraged to recognise 

colour as an important 

element of design. Helen 

says: ‘How you see and use 

colour in your exploration of 

nature will be enhanced by 

this workshop. Enrich your 

world of colour!’

Suitable for students at 

all levels except complete 

beginners.

A materials list is available 

from the Friends’ office.

berries, beetles, 
butterflies and bees: 
homage to the work 
of Jan van kessel 
with dianne Emery

Wednesday 20, thursday 21 

and Friday 22 January

10 am to 4 pm

Friends  $345    

non-members:  $402

Friends’ tutor Dianne Emery 

will teach techniques for 

drawing and painting a variety 

of insect, plant and animal 

life, inspired by the work of 

Seventeenth-Century Flemish 

painter Jan van Kessel, whose 

compositions Dianne describes 

as ‘witty, technically amazing, 

sometimes allegorical as well as 

closely observed and scientific’. 

Since this will be a workshop 

looking mostly at the beauty 

of small things, students are 

encouraged to make their own 

collections of tiny subject matter, 

such as beetles, shells, etc.

Suitable for students with 

some experience.

A materials list is available 

from the Friends’ office.

Above right: A sample of Jan van Kessel’s 
work.

Right: Painting of a poppy by Helen 
Burrows.

illustrators
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Whirlybirds
The Whirlybirds meet on Tuesdays in the Whirling Room Studio.

Many of us have been involved in the natural history exhibition – 

reFraming Nature – either as artists or volunteers.

Included in the exhibition was a tribute to founding members 

of the Whirlybirds from 1980. Many of these illustrators are still 

painting with us today.

Our last meeting will be held on Tuesday 15 December and 

we will re-convene on Tuesday 2 February. 

If you are interested in joining the afternoon group please 

contact Sandra Sanger on 9598 9532.

Alert for All Artists
For our biennial exhibition in 2016 we are intending to broaden 

our scope and will be considering works from a wider 

perspective than previously. The 2016 exhibition will have an 

enhanced title: The Art of Botanical Illustration – A New Direction.

In addition to traditional botanical illustrations, we would 

like to encourage artists to submit works in any medium on 

canvas or paper – such as oils, watercolour, acrylic, pastel, 

scraperboard – possibly with coloured backgrounds, cropped 

and/or enlarged, with innovative composition encouraged.   

Paintings and drawings must be of botanical subjects and 

depict the subject with accuracy and fine detail: pollinators will 

be accepted, but only if they play a minor role.  

Entry forms will be available in the new year.

 

Exhibition venue and dates: Domain House Gallery,  

5 – 20 November 2016.

leaf skeletons and winged seeds workshop

with John pastoriza-piñol

Wednesday 27, thursday 28 and Friday 29 January

10 am to 4 pm

Friends  $345    

non-members:  $402

In this three-day workshop, highly regarded botanical artist and 

teacher John Pastoriza-Piñol will teach techniques for drawing 

and painting leaf skeletons and winged seeds. Students will 

learn to use masking fluid to achieve very fine detail.

Suitable for students with some experience.

A materials list is available from the Friends’ office.

Above left: Acer japonica – Fullmoon Maple by John Pastoriza-Piñol. 

Below:  Clivia miniata by Helen Burrows

illustrators
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all Craft aCtivitiEs will bE hEld in thE plant Craft CottagE near h gate on alexandra 

avenue.  for further information and all bookings, please contact the friends’ office on 9650 6398. 

craft Demonstrations
Bookings not required

10.30 am – 2 pm

Cost: Free

natural dye  
2 December; 3 February

potpourri   
11 December; 12 February

fibre  
8 December; 9 February

basketry 
17 February

plant Card 
18 February

Visitors are welcome to 

watch and ask questions of 

the working groups, but are 

unable to take part in the 

demonstrations. Friends’ 

members are encouraged to 

join one of these groups

sunday open days 
17 January, 21 February

10 am – 3 pm

Cost: Free

This is a wonderful opportunity 

to explore the Plant Craft 

Cottage, the oldest building in 

any public garden in Victoria. 

open 10 am – 3  pm 

Monday to Friday and every 

third sunday.

closed Public Holidays and 

for the christmas season 

between 18 December and 

12 January 2016

christmas is coming
Are you in a quandary 

wondering about ‘special’ 

Christmas gifts for that 

person you know who ‘has 

everything’? Why not visit the 

Plant Craft Cottage before 

16 December and look over 

their wide range of distinctive, 

hand-made crafts.

Such a unique gift would 

surely please the recipient 

and you would be shopping in 

quiet ease away from frantic 

crowds at the counter.

Members of the Plant 

Craft Cottage group would 

be happy to help and advise 

you in the selection of these 

gifts. We also wish you and all 

our members compliments of 

the season and a happy and 

productive new year.

Meg Miller

natural Dye Workshop
colour a Rainbow

Saturday February 27 and Sunday February 28 

9 am – 3 pm  

Cost $195             Non-members $225 

which includes all materials and full printed notes. Tea and 

coffee will be available, but BYO lunch.

Limited to 10 students so BOOKINGS are ESSENTIAL. 

RSVP by Friday, February 19.

Book online at www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org or phone 9650 6398

The ‘ancient’ dyes – Madder, Cochineal, Logwood, Chamomile, 

Indigo and Osage Orange – will be used to colour wool and silk.  

Basic natural dyeing techniques and mordanting will be covered. 

plant 
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growing friends

Plant craft cottage  —  the Garden

a ‘rocky’ beginning!

the Plant craft cottage was established in 1981 following 

the restoration of the cottage building, the oldest remaining 

dwelling in the Melbourne Gardens.  When it was built in 

1850-51 the cottage overlooked what was then the course 

of the Yarra River, and was home to Ferdinand Mueller 

between 1853 and 1857 in his role as Victorian Government 

Botanist. As part of the building restoration landscaping was 

also undertaken; the courtyard in front of the cottage was 

laid out and a retaining wall for the garden constructed. A 

Garden Group was established towards the end of 1981 to 

maintain and further develop the garden around the cottage. 

the Gardens’ staff were approached for assistance with 

terracing and preparing the area for planting and also for the 

provision of a water supply to the garden. staff have been a 

continuing and much appreciated source of advice and 

assistance to the Group in the ensuing years.

As indicated by the wording on the plaque (pictured) located 

at the base of the cliff on the south side of the Cottage building, 

the Melbourne Gardens lies on layers of ancient sandstone and 

mudstone. The Cottage and the garden surrounding it are built 

on this ancient rock with the area above the Cottage covered 

with only a thin depth of soil, a somewhat limiting factor which 

had to be taken into account especially when the planting of the 

upper area of the garden began.

The plants used in the original planting of the garden in the 

early 1980s were chosen with a view to their usefulness to the 

various craft groups who were, and continue to be, part of the 

Plant Craft Cottage. By the early 1990s many of those plants 

had been lost and the emphasis of the garden changed to it 

becoming a more colourful, typical cottage garden in order to 

complement the charming Cottage building which it surrounds.  

However, plants of use to the craft groups continue to be an 

important part of the garden and among those currently growing 

are Black Apple (Planchonella australis) used for dye; red hot 

pokers, iris and flax for basketry; lavenders, rosemary, roses, lemon 

verbena, geraniums and pelargoniums for potpourri; violas and 

correas for card making. The pine trees in the Melbourne Gardens’ 

lawns above the Plant Craft Cottage provide a constant ‘rain’ of 

pine needles, another of the Basketry Group’s materials.

The Plant Craft Cottage garden has been shaped not only 

by its ancient geological history but also by a continually 

changing band of willing and enthusiastic volunteer gardeners 

who have worked so hard over the 34 years since the garden 

was established. The garden has also been shaped by drought 

and fierce heat, violent storms, heavy rain and wash-aways, the 

‘grazing’ of possums and cockatoos, and the general vagaries 

of the climate. Gardens are never static, and over time many of 

the early plants have ceased to be and have been replaced with 

others. As plants have grown, or conversely, been removed by 

storms or intent, the available light has changed and this too 

dictates what will flourish where.

The garden may well have had an ancient and rocky start, but 

its recent history is built on a solid foundation of enthusiastic and 

dedicated creativity and we look forward to the garden continuing 

to grow, evolve and thrive for many years to come.

chris trumble

crafts
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Schotia brachypetala – Weeping Boer-bean

Margaret Polmear

one of my bird books describes the noise of feeding 

Rainbow Lorikeets (trichoglossus haematodus, F. 

Psittacidae – the Parrot family) as ‘screeches’ with 

‘raucous chatterings’. certainly, that was the sound I 

heard in December last year when walking with a group 

from the William tell shelter, past the central Lake 

to the Fern Gully. the birds had discovered a schotia 

brachypetala (F. Fabaceae, Weeping Boer-bean1) coming 

into flower, and were climbing all over the tree to feed on 

the crimson, perfumed, nectar-rich blossoms. the visitors 

were delighted with the spectacle, and cameras and 

smartphones worked overtime. 

Schotia brachypetala is a medium-size tree from scrub and 

dry hilly woodland in south-eastern Africa2. It has a densely 

branched, rounded crown, and glossy, green, pinnate leaves 

with 4–8 pairs of oval-oblong leaflets. In warm, frost-free areas 

the tree is evergreen, but in colder regions it may be deciduous, 

losing its leaves for a short period in late winter to early spring3.

The Weeping Boer-bean is partially cauliflorous4: it bears 

some of its flowers directly on the old wood, an adaptation 

believed to allow pollinators easy access to flowers 

beneath the crown. The tree in bloom near Central 

Lake last December had lost its leaves, and both 

the mature branches and some stem tips bore 

large clusters (panicles) of crimson flowers.The new 

season’s foliage was just emerging.

The individual flowers of the Weeping Boer-bean 

are highly modified and do not look like a typical pea 

flower. Their petals are reduced to tiny filaments (see 

footnote 1), and their pedicels (flower stalks), calyxes 

(sepals), and protruding stamens are fleshy and 

bright crimson.

The panicles of flowers produce copious amounts 

of nectar that often overflows and drips (weeps) to 

the ground, hence the common name5. In its native 

habitat the nectar flow from Schotia brachypetala 

attracts nectariferous birds such as sunbirds6, as well 

as large populations of insects, insect-feeding birds, 

and animals such as monkeys. 

In nature the trees flower irregularly. In fact, during 

the flowering season (from spring to late summer) a 

tree in bloom may be just a few metres from another 

one with no sign of flowers. It is thought that this 

irregularity may be of value to the nectar-feeding 

birds, prolonging their feeding season. 

In Australian suburban gardens Schotia brachypetala also 

attracts nectariferous birds, especially honeyeaters and flocks 

of rainbow lorikeets. The lorikeets can be quite aggressive, 

displacing other species. With one exception they are the only 

nectar-feeding members of the Parrot family7. They feed noisily, 

gathering the nectar on their brush-tipped tongues. I have heard 

that in warmer parts of Australia rainbow lorikeets sometimes 

overfeed on the fermenting nectar and fall to the ground in a 

stupor, hence an alternative name for this plant, Drunken Parrot 

Tree! 

Why is Schotia brachypetala called the Boer-bean? Its fruits 

are large, flat pods that resemble a domestic broad bean: each 

pod contains several flat, pale-brown, 2 cm seeds that are 

high in carbohydrate. The native South African people roasted 

and ate the pods and seeds, and the early European settlers, 

including Dutch farmers, also used them as a food8.

Will the Weeping Boer-beans in the Melbourne Gardens 

flower later this year? It’s too early to tell. But if they do, and the 

weather is warm, I will be looking out for drunken parrots.

plant

Schotia brachypetala showing cauliflory, 
and feeding Rainbow Lorikeet.    

Photo: David Johnston.
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Footnotes

1. Schotia: after Richard van der Schot (1730–1819), 

Dutch head gardener at Schönbrunn Palace, Vienna; 

brachypetala: with short petals; Boer (Afrikaans) = farmer. 

Schotia brachypetala is found in the RBG on the Central 

Lawn, the Government House Bed and the Araucaria Bed 

(north of the Tecoma Shelter).

2. Zimbabwe, Mozambique, and then south to Transvaal, 

Natal and Swaziland.

3. The young foliage is coppery red in colour.

4. Cauliflorous: from L. caulis = stem, and L. flos = flower.

5. Because the tree tends to drip nectar it is recommended 

that it not be planted over paved areas in suburban 

gardens.

6. Sunbirds (F. Nectariniidae) are a group of nectar- and 

insect-feeding birds from Africa, India and South East 

Asia which mainly feed by perching, and occasionally 

by hovering. There is one Australian sunbird, the Olive-

backed Sunbird, Nectarinia jugularis. They resemble 

Australian honeyeaters, and, like them, have long, curved 

bills and slender, extensible, tubular tongues for nectar-

sucking. In many Australian honeyeaters the tubular 

tongue is finely split and brush-like towards the tip.

7. Rainbow Lorikeets are nectar- and pollen-feeders (not 

seed-eaters like many other parrots and cockatoos). They 

move in noisy flocks, constantly searching for nectar-flows 

in eucalypt, paperbark and banksia forests and woodlands. 

In gardens they feed on nectar and raid ripe fruit.

8. The bark of the tree was used medicinally and for tanning 

and dyeing and the dark, heavy, termite-resistant heartwood 

was used for furniture, floor blocks and wagon beams.

© 2016  FRBG Melbourne
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Thanks are due to the following:

Planning committee: Sandra Sanger, Paul Rovis, Meg Miller, Janet Thomson, Jo Brownell

and the artists and owners without whose co-operation the calendar would not have taken shape.  

Remember to re-order next year’s calendar by contacting the Friends’ office on 03 9650 6398 

or go to our website www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org

of the season

Schotia brachypetala and feeding Rainbow Lorikeet.                   Photo: David Johnston.

christmas Gifts that Last All Year
If you’re looking for a very special Christmas gift – you’ve just 

found it. Membership of the Friends includes a whole year 

of relaxation, exploration and discovery, wrapped up in the 

perfect package. Even better, you don’t have to brave the 

Christmas shopping crowds.

Your gift will provide the recipient with the opportunities 

available to all Friends: notification of a variety of interesting 

events; discounts at a variety of nurseries and supporting 

businesses; access to the Growing Friends’ Nursery one 

Friday each month to buy both rare and interesting plants; 

and the chance to be involved with one of Melbourne’s most 

beloved institutions – the Royal Botanic Gardens. 

All you need do is complete the Gift Membership details on 

the Friends’ website or call the Friends’ office. Also available 

on the website is a range of goods including the Friends’ 

Christmas card, the calendar, occasional cards, and the carry 

bag. These can also be bought in person at the Friends’ office.
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Living Plant collections:  
Planning, principles and 

practices.

by Peter Symes, Curator, 

Environmental Horticulture, 

Melbourne Gardens, Royal 

Botanic Gardens of Victoria.

What is a living plant collection? 

this is akin to asking the 

question about what defines 

a botanic garden! the care of 

documented groups of plants 

for the purposes of research, 

conservation, education or ornamental display is central to what 

makes a botanic garden unique compared to a public park or 

garden. typically, plants in a botanical collection are identified, 

labelled, and usually recorded on maps and databases.

Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria (RBGV) is the custodian of a 

range of living plant collections found across both Cranbourne 

Gardens and Melbourne Gardens. Within Melbourne Gardens, 

there are 31 specific plant collections broadly grouped 

into themes such as Geographical, Ecological, Taxonomic 

and Evolutionary, Research and Conservation, and Display. 

Some of these collections are focally displayed in one site 

(eg New Zealand), or distributed across the whole garden (eg 

Araucariaceae). It is noteworthy that if we apply the criteria for 

what is a living plant collection to the entire holdings of Melbourne 

Gardens, then in essence all of the plants are part of one mega-

collection that makes up the world-renowned landscape.

It is preferred that new acquisitions be plants of known 

provenance and identity and this is particularly important for 

plant conservation objectives. Plants of unknown origin, often 

hybrids, have little scientific or research value, and are therefore 

only appropriate in Display collections, as below. 

One obvious and vital role of our collections can easily 

be observed every day. Visitors engage with the collections, 

fascinated with the diversity of species, immersed in the 

landscape beauty or enjoying the more recreational pursuits such 

as children bouncing around in the Children’s Garden. Most of 

the documented plants (except particular rare and threatened 

species) can also be found by the public listed in an online 

census. Underpinning these important roles is the scientific 

basis for our collections. Many of our plants complement those 

held within the preserved collections of the National Herbarium 

and are important in scientific studies by RBGV staff. Other 

researchers also value our collections as plants are more easily 

accessible and of known identity. We have approved access to 

our plant materials for many varied purposes such as biosecurity 

assessments, student education, taxonomic reviews, medical 

needs (allergy testing), and pollutant removal studies.

While specific collections will share attributes across themes, 

they are grouped under one distinct theme for management 

purposes as outlined in the following pages:

Many thanks to the contributing photograhpers for the images accompanying this ar ticle. 
They include Peter Symes, Mali Wilson, Janet Thomson, David Cash, Meg Miller, Jennifer 
Marshall and Rob Cross.

botanic
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Geographical

•			A	representation	of	endemic	plants	or	from	key	vegetation 

      communities found in the defined geographical region

•			Plants	that	have	a	cultural	significance	in	the	geographical 
     region

•			Plants	from	regions	which	have	similar	climatic	conditions	to 

     Melbourne Gardens and/or which are not represented in 

     other major Australian botanic gardens

Examples are California (facing page, below right), Southern 

Africa, New Zealand, Southern China (above, left) and Southwest 

Pacific Islands.

 

Display. 

•			Traditional	or	contemporary	horticultural	design	styles	that 
     are complementary to the existing landscape style and  

     values of the Gardens 

•			Hybrids,	cultivars	and	species	grown	for	horticultural	interest	 
     and display

•			Plants	of	historic	importance	which	demonstrate	original 
     design intent

•			Plants	which	have	heritage	associations	with	the	Gardens	
•			Plants	which	are	linked	to	traditional	use,	belief	systems,	art, 
     medical treatments, etc 

•			Plants	which	demonstrate	horticultural	responses	to	 
     Melbourne’s current and projected climatic conditions

•			Selected	areas	that	showcase	horticultural	display	and 

     excellence in connecting visitor groups with the world of plants. 

Examples are Children’s Garden (above, right), Fern Gully, 

Gardens House, Grey Garden, Herb Garden, Lake Wetlands, 

Observatory Gate Precinct, Perennial Border (centre, right), Tea 

Rooms, Tropical, Volcano right) and Water Conservation Garden. 

plantings
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Research and Conservation

•			Sufficient	stock	of	known-provenance	plants	to	maintain	a 

     viable collection of rare or threatened plants within the   

     Melbourne Gardens or in conjunction with an official 

     program at other botanic gardens or institutions.

•			Focus	on	plants	from	south-eastern	Australia	through	 
     duplication of selected species to complement those of other 

     Australian botanic gardens to enable response to  

     conservation issues.

•			Rare	or	threatened	plants	identified	under	the	Flora	and 

     Fauna Guarantee Act.

•			Plants	existing	in	the	Melbourne	Gardens	which	are	rare	or 
     endangered in Australia or overseas.

•			Remnant	vegetation.
•			Rare	or	threatened	plants	which	have	similar	climatic	 
     conditions to the Melbourne Gardens. 

Examples are Rare and Threatened Species, (Asterolasia 

phebalioides, below left) and Terrestrial Orchids (below centre).

Taxonomic and Evolutionary

•			Plants	chosen	to	demonstrate	plant	classification	or	evolution,	 
     especially those with Gondwanan associations.

•			Plants	from	a	defined	taxonomic	group.
•			A	selection	of	taxa	within	one	group	which	provides 

     reference material for plant identification.

•			Collections	of	plants	which	demonstrate	evolutionary	 
     adaptations to particular environmental conditions. 

Examples are Araucariaceae, Bamboo and Grass, Cacti and 

botanic
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Succulent (facing page above right), Camellia, Corymbia and 

Eucalypt, Cycad, (facing page, centre right), Palm, Quercus 

(pictured below right), Species Rose (facing page below right, ) 

and Viburnum.

Ecological

•			Representation	of	endemic	plants	found	in	a	particular	 
     ecological community. 

•			Representatives	of	a	habitat	which	can	be	grown	without
     unsustainable resource inputs within the existing and projected  

     microclimatic conditions of the Melbourne Gardens.

•			Remnant	plants	of	the	site	before	the	Gardens	were 

     developed. 

Examples: Australian Forest Walk (centre right) and Lower Yarra 

River Habitat (above right).

This list of collections is assessed every one to four years 

against a range of considerations such as plant conservation 

imperatives, partnership programs with other institutions and 

suitability for Melbourne’s changing climate. 

Management of the plant collections is guided by the Living 

Plant Collections Plan and specific Collection Management 

Plans to ensure a consistent and systematic approach 

to developing the existing collections and selecting and 

establishing new ones. 

The living collections would be of little value if they were 

not cared for by professional staff. Collection Curators have a 

vital role in ensuring the botanical integrity of the collections as 

well as maintaining horticultural standards. These qualities are 

guided by specific Action Plans which are reviewed annually 

and developed jointly (with the Collection Management Plans) 

by the Collection Curator; Coordinator, Horticulture, and 

Collections Support Group (Manager, Horticulture; Landscape 

Architect and Curator, Environmental Horticulture).

What is a living plant collection? Come to the Melbourne or 

Cranbourne Gardens and see for yourself!

plantings
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the Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne Inc.

was formed to stimulate further interest in the Gardens 

and the national Herbarium and to support and assist 

them whenever possible.

Patron 
The Honourable  
Linda Dessau AM 
Governor of Victoria

President
Sally Hirst

Vice-President
Andrew Brookes

Secretary
Adnan Mansour

Treasurer
Mark Anderson

Immediate Past 

President
Cathy Trinca

Council
Professor Tim Entwisle
Dr Richard Kirsner
Jan Rosenberg 
Richard Smith
Robert Wright

CONVENERS

Botanical Illustrators
Joanna Brownell

Events
Robyn Robins

Growing Friends
Michael Hare

Information Technology 

Dr Richard Kirsner

Membership & Marketing

Lee Tregloan

Plant Craft Cottage 

Lyn Brown

Volunteers
John Goodwin

Friends’ Trust Fund
Maurice Castro
Peter Griffin
Peter Kelly
Janet Thomson

December

11 Nursery Visit – 8 am to 1 pm p8                     

18 Plant Craft Cottage closes p12

24  Friends’ office closes at 1 pm 

January

4 Friends’ office re-opens

6 Workshop – Colour Your World p10

9 Beginners’ Workshop – Mali Moir p10

11 Beginners’ Workshop – Dianne Emery p10

12 Plant Craft Cottage re-opens p12

17 PCC Sunday Open Day – 10 am to 3 pm p12

20 Workshop – Berries, Bees, etc p10

27 Workshop – Leaf Skeletons and Winged Seeds p10

February

4 Fit Friends’ Ramble – Art Deco p6

5 Friday Plant Sale – 8 am to 1 pm  p8

9 Insiders’ Walk – Birds p6

19 Talking Plants – Hemp p7

21 PCC Sunday Open Day –10 am to 3 pm p12

24 Day Trip – Maribyrnong River p7

27 Natural Dye Workshop – 2 days p12

March

4 Friday Plant Sale – 8 am to 1 pm p8

8 Foreign Plant Collection – Gallagher/Macheda         p7 

Note: The Friends’ Inclement Weather Policy states that outdoor events may be 
cancelled and the Nursery will not be open for sales if the temperature is predicted 
to be 33ºC or above.

The Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne, Inc. complies with the 
Australian Privacy Principles for the collection and use of personal information.
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